Morrie in the mine has memorized the model in the library; use it to explain the mine details.
The IWW, always out there (ghostly)...general strike in Seattle
"Morrie, how much are you a faker?"

"No doubt you refer to those OO of India with the ability to lie prone on a bed of nails. (more)"
"pie in the sky" stanza insinuated itself into the head
Morgenstern: done away with.

--instrumental in the Seattle strike.
Morrie can study the models in library's art room before going down into the mine.
Morrie in the mine

the whites of our eyes
Mustaches predominated (in this crowd), and I missed mine more than ever.
add to mineshaft scene

perils Morrie & Griff face:
-- a roof collapse
-- Griff trying to remember his way through the maze of tunnels